This interesting hardback book contains the Proceedings of the Royal Entomological Society 22 nd International Symposium held at the University of Reading, UK, in 2003. As other books of symposia proceedings, this volume contains a varied collection of contributions which differ in their layout but not in quality, which is generally high. It covers subjects ranging from comprehensive reviews of particular topics, to the introduction of original ideas and highly personal polemics. Not every wide ranging book is interesting enough to be read in its entirety by a person generally interested in evolutionary biology, but this one is.
Forty two authors from ten countries participated in writing eighteen chapters. The editors modestly characterize the contents as "a series of empirical case studies". In fact the subjects dealt with may be grouped under several topics. Introductory chapters consider the intraspecific interactions and sexual selection (Bourke A. Despite the diversity of themes the whole book keeps strictly to the line of reasoning and exposure indicated by the title. Each chapter, however, contains particular information, which, although scattered in previous works by the author(s), is here newly formulated.
This pleasant read took me back to my early fascination with "Ecological Genetics", which was then close to classical evolutionary theory centered on the organismic level, but is now set free of panselectionist zeal. What a growth in evolutionary science, interest in which has increased exponentially and whose explanatory hypotheses so much proliferated. This change represents progress in evolutionary science! Is it, really? Sir Karl Popper and his adherents might say, not so, bearing in mind the receding accent on unified explanation. Anyway this change in the perception of evolution is real and this book excellently presents its current state of development.
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